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Modular/Flexible/Durable
Casework Solutions for the Health Care Environment



Each room in your facility allows you a special opportunity. An opportunity defined by you, the people who use the room 
and the work they do. Realizing the most from your opportunity requires a combination of careful listening, insightful 
design and precise construction - using durable, attractive materials, hardware and finishes. For nearly half a century,  
Hamilton Sorter has done just that.

For The Pediatric Heart Center featured here, Hamilton Sorter’s local 
representative met with Verges Rome architects along with the surgeons 
and technicians who use the room. Together they designed custom 
caseworks to store all of the  equipment required for complex surgeries 
and procedures on tiny hearts.



Every Hamilton Sorter solution brings these elements together quickly and cost-efficiently. Every Hamilton Sorter 
solution is warranted for a lifetime. The materials and methods Hamilton Sorter employs meet or exceed Scientific 
Equipment and Furniture Association (SEFA) standards, those of California’s Office of Statewide Health Planning and 
Development (OSHPD), as well as GREENGUARD – Children and Schools.

Best of all, Hamilton Sorter and your local Hamilton Sorter representative will manage your project to its  
successful completion.

For The Pediatric Heart Center featured here, Hamilton Sorter’s local 
representative met with Verges Rome architects along with the surgeons 
and technicians who use the room. Together they designed custom 
caseworks to store all of the  equipment required for complex surgeries 
and procedures on tiny hearts.



Under mount slides 
provide a lifetime of 

smooth operation. Other 
drawer slide selections 
include durable under 

mount with soft close and 
full extension ball bearing.

Easily accessible leveling 
system assures perfect 
alignment of modular 

components. Laminate, 
powder coated steel and 
stainless steel kick plate 
options are available.

Quality, concealed 110 
degree hinge with and 
without soft close are 

invisible from the outside 
of the cabinet for a 

smooth, uninterrupted 
door aesthetic. Other 

options offered are the 
three and five knuckle 

institutional hinge.

Multiple door 
options like 

laminate with 
2mm impact 

resistant edge 
band, seamless 

thermofoil, 
powder coated 

or stainless steel 
and glass fronts
are standard.

Countertops available in 
laminate, solid surface, 

stainless steel,  
phenolic resin and many  

other materials.
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Modular/Flexible/Durable... easy to specify 
With so many unique, functional and attractive options available your solution is at hand. 

Using the Finishing Specification Guide you can easily select a standard cabinet design and dimensions, or our Project 
Management Team will work with you to create the exact solution that meets your requirements. modularCaseworks 
arrive ready-to-install, so on-site installation time and disruption are minimal.

Choose from our selection of standard handles, 
or we can match your custom specifications.

Our easy-to-install, 
rail-mounted wall 
cabinets provide 

precise height and 
depth adjustment 

for clean installation 
and the look of 
custom millwork.

We seal all edges with impact-
resistant PVC for durability; there 

are no exposed edges on  
our casegoods.



Sterile Surgical Operating Room
Easily mounted overhead cabinets above a solid surface counter provide additional storage and allow for easy access 
to critical technology. Durable stainless steel base cabinets with easily removable stainless steel drawers facilitate 
effective infection control. The glass doors allow visual assurance that vital supplies are at the ready.

Multiple door options, such as laminate with 2mm impact resistant edge band, seamless thermofoil, powder coated or 
stainless steel and glass fronts are available.



Exam Rooms  
Sturdy laminate bases with 2 mm impact resistant edge banding and optional steel kick plates resist 
wear and tear, and minimize moisture wicking into the cabinetry, helping to eliminate mold. Drawers close 
quietly and completely thanks to the quiet/soft close feature. Solid surface tops and angled or closed soffit 
tops are easily cleaned to help break the chain of infection.



Reception Area
Hamilton Sorter’s leveling system assures perfect alignment of the floor components with easy accessibility from inside the cabinet.  
Rail-mounts provide precise height and depth adjustment of wall cabinets. Unlike millwork, modularCaseworks allows 
the client to install in phases; and later to re-imagine and re-configure the layout as needs change, reducing the impact 
of modification and expansion on the budget and the environment.

Create a welcoming, aesthetically pleasing, readily accessible 
reception desk with semi-private spaces that enable nurses 
to confidentially communicate with patients. 

Opportunity

Working with The Barrett Cancer Center, University Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio, Hamilton Sorter designed and built an 
impressive, ergonomic reception station with a solid surface transaction counter and ADA area. The workstation, which 
allows the staff to be readily visible to patients as they arrive, uses sculpted glass privacy partitions between meeting 
stations. Quick retrieval of files and easily accessed, removable panels for cable management allow the staff to be 
optimally organized. The reception desk can be completely and easily reconfigured as needed.

Solution



Durable phenolic resin work surfaces and 
an integrated sink stand up to harsh and 
corrosive chemicals. Lockable drawers 
and doors with individually keyed locks 
provide secure storage of expensive 
equipment, such as microscopes. The 
laboratory has conveniently located data 
ports and electrical and gas outlets.

Laboratory



Customize with modularCaseworks

A place for everything and everything in its place is key to ensuring the accuracy and efficiency so vital in a properly  
managed pharmacy. Hamilton Sorter’s five-position, easily adjustable, locking shelves with a removable lip on 
the front allow for gravity feed. A  work island on wheels and bottle bays with easy access to empty pill bottles 
facilitate ergonomic movement. Additionally, a compound station with sink provides proximity to all supplies.



Pharmacy
Maximizing space is more critical than ever before. Products that combine functions save valuable real estate. The attractive 
conference table gives ample space for a meeting and doubles as a work surface while the credenza provides more storage 
space. The rounded, softened corner enables easy movement and adds additional style to the room. The pharmacy also 
features abundant, easily accessible file drawers and individually keyed personal lockers. 



3158 Production Drive
Fairfield, Ohio  45014
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www.hamiltonsorter.com

Hamilton Sorter products at work: The Pediatric Heart Center at Tulane Hospital 
for Children debuted the first and only combined Hybrid Cath Lab / Operating 
Room Suite in Louisiana. One of only ten such hybrid cath labs in the country, 
Tulane’s lab is a fully equipped pediatric catheterization lab as well as a full 
operating room. Here cardiologists and surgeons work side-by-side to open 
the chest, place delivery catheters in the heart, and deploy devices. 
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